Abstract. Several network embedding models have been developed for unsigned networks. However, these models based on skip-gram cannot be applied to signed networks because they can only deal with one type of link. In this paper, we present our signed network embedding model called SNE. Our SNE adopts the log-bilinear model, uses node representations of all nodes along a given path, and further incorporates two signed-type vectors to capture the positive or negative relationship of each edge along the path. We conduct two experiments, node classification and link prediction, on both directed and undirected signed networks and compare with four baselines including a matrix factorization method and three state-of-the-art unsigned network embedding models. The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our signed network embedding.
Introduction
Representation learning [1] , which aims to learn the features automatically based on various deep learning models [15] , has been extensively studied in recent years. Traditionally, supervised learning tasks require hand-designed features as inputs. Deep learning models have shown great success in automatically learning the semantic representations for different types of data, like image, text and speech [6, 8, 12] . In this paper, we focus on representation learning of networks, in particular, signed networks. Several representation learning methods of unsigned networks have been developed recently [9, 26, 30, 31] . They represent each node as a low-dimensional vector which captures the structure information of the network.
Signed networks are ubiquitous in real-world social systems, which have both positive and negative relationships. For example, Epinions 3 allows users to mark their trust or distrust to other users on product reviews and Slashdot 4 allows users to specify other users as friends or foes. Most unsigned network embedding models [9, 26, 30] are based on skip-gram [20] , a classic approach for training word embeddings. The objective functions used in unsigned network embedding approaches do not incorporate the sign information of edges. Thus, they cannot simply migrate to signed networks because the negative links change the theories or assumptions on which unsigned network embedding models rely [28] .
In this paper, we develop a signed network embedding model called SNE. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first research on signed network embedding. Our SNE model adopts the log-bilinear model [21, 22] , uses node representations of all nodes along a given path, and further incorporates two signed-type vectors to capture the positive or negative relationship of each edge along the path. Our SNE significantly outperforms existing unsigned network embedding models which assume all edges are from the same type of relationship and only use the representations of nodes in the target's neighborhood. We conduct two experiments to evaluate our model, node classification and link prediction, on both an undirected signed network and a directed signed network built from real-world data. We compare with four baselines including a matrix factorization method and three state-of-the-art network embedding models designed for unsigned networks. The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our signed network embedding.
Preliminary
In this section, we first introduce the skip-gram model, one of commonly used neural language models to train word embeddings [2] . We then give a brief overview of several state-of-the-art unsigned network embedding models based on the skip-gram model. Skip-gram model The skip-gram is to model the co-occurrence probability p(w j |w i ; θ) that word w j co-occurs with word w i in a context window. The co-occurrence probability is calculated based on softmax function:
where V is the set of all words and v wj and v wi ∈ R d are word embeddings for w j and w i , respectively. The parameters θ, i.e., v wi , v wj , are trained by maximizing the log likelihood of predicting context words in a corpus:
where context(i) is the set of context words of w i . Network embedding Network embedding aims to map the network G = (V, E) into a low dimensional space where each vertex is represented as a low dimensional real vector. The network embedding treats the graph's vertex set V as the vocabulary V and treats each vertex v i as a word w i in the skip-gram approach. The corpus used for training is composed by the edge set E, e.g., in [30] , or a set of truncated random walks from the graph, e.g., in [26] and [9] . To train the node vectors, the objective of previous network embedding models is to predict the neighbor nodes N (v i ) of a given source node v i . However, predicting a number of neighbor nodes requires modeling the joint probability of nodes, which is hard to compute. The conditional independence assumption, i.e., the likelihood of observing a neighbor node is independent of observing other neighbor nodes given the source node, is often assumed [9] . Thus, the objective function is defined as:
where p(v i |v i ) is softmax function similar to Equation 1 except that the word vectors are replaced with node vectors.
SNE: Signed Network Embedding
We present our network embedding model for signed networks. For each node's embedding, we introduce the use of both source embedding and target embedding to capture the two potential roles of each node.
Problem definition
Formally, a signed network is defined as G = (V, E + , E − ), where V is the set of vertices and E + (E − ) is the set of positive (negative) edges. Each edge e ∈ E + ∪ E − is represented as e uv = (u, v, ε uv ), where u, v ∈ V and ε uv indicates the sign value of edge e, i.e., ε uv = 1 if e ∈ E + and ε uv = −1 if e ∈ E − . In the scenario of signed directed graphs, e uv is a directed edge where node node u denotes the source and v denotes the target. Our goal is to learn node embedding for each vertex in a signed network while capturing as much topological information as possible. 
Log-bilinear model for signed network embedding
We develop our signed network embedding by adapting the log-bilinear model such that the trained node embedding can capture node's path and sign information. Recall that existing unsigned network embedding models are based on the skip-gram which only captures node's neighbour information and cannot deal with the edge sign. Log-bilinear model Given a sequence of context words g = w 1 , ..., w l , the log-bilinear model firstly computes the predicted representation for the target word by linearly combining the feature vectors of words in the context with the position weight vectors:
where indicates the element-wise multiplication and c j denotes the position weight vector of the context word w i . A score function is defined to measure the similarity between the predicted target word vector and its actual target word vector:
where b wi is the bias term. The log-bilinear model then trains word embeddings v and position weight vectors c by optimizing the objective function similar to the skip-gram. SNE algorithm In our signed network embedding, we adopt the log-bilinear model to predict the target node based on its paths. The objective of the log-bilinear model is to predict a target node given its predecessors along a path. Thus, the signed network embedding is defined as a maximum likelihood optimization problem. One key idea of our signed network embedding is to use signed-type vector c
represent the positive (negative) edges. Formally, for a target node v and a path h = [u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u l , v], the model computes the predicted target embedding of node v by linearly combining source embeddings (v ui ) of all source nodes along the path h with the corresponding signed-type vectors (c i ):
where
and denotes element-wise multiplication. The score function is to evaluate the similarity between the predicted representationv h and the actual representation v v of target node v:
where b v is a bias term.
To train the node representations, we define the conditional likelihood of target node v generated by a path of nodes h and their edge types q based on softmax function:
where V is the set of vertices, and
The objective function is to maximize the log likelihood of Equation 8:
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of our signed network embedding. We first randomly initialize node embeddings (Line 1) and then use random walk to generate the corpus (Line 2). Lines 4-11 show how we specify c i based on the sign of edge e uiui+1 . We calculate the predicted representation of the target node by combining source embeddings of nodes along the path with the edge type vectors (Line 12). We calculate the score function to measure the similarity between the predicted representation and the actual representation of the target node (Line 13) and compute the conditional likelihood of target node given the path (Line 14). Finally, we apply the Adagrad method [7] to optimize the objective function (Line 15). The procedures in Lines 4-15 repeat over each path in the corpus.
For a large network, the softmax function is expensive to compute because of the normalization term in Equation 8 . We adopt the sampled softmax approach [11] to reduce the computing complexity. During training, the source and target embeddings of each node are updated simultaneously. Once the model is well-trained, we get node embeddings of a signed network. We also adopt the approach in [26] to generate paths efficiently. Given each starting node u, we uniformly sample the next node from the neighbors of the last node in the path until it reaches the maximum length L. We then use a sliding window with size l + 1 to slide over the sequence of nodes generated by random walk. The first l nodes in each sliding window are treated as the sequence of path and the last node as the target node. For each node u, we repeat this process t times. 
Experiments
To compare the performance of different network embedding approaches, we focus on the quality of their output, i.e., node embeddings. We use the generated node embeddings as input of two data mining tasks, node classification and link prediction. For node classification, we assume each node in the network is associated with a known class label and use node embeddings to build classifiers. In link prediction, we use node embeddings to predict whether there is a positive, negative, or no edge between two nodes. In our signed network embedding, we use the whole node representation v vi = [v vi : v vi ] that contains both source embedding v vi and target embedding v vi . This approach is denoted as SNE st . We also use only the source node vector v vi as the node representation. This approach is denoted as SNE s . Comparing the performance of SNE st and SNE s on both directed and undirected networks expects to help better understand the performance and applicability of our signed network embedding. Baseline algorithms We compare our SNE with the following baseline algorithms.
-SignedLaplacian [14] . It calculates eigenvectors of the k smallest eigenvalues of the signed Laplacian matrix and treats each row vector as node embedding. -DeepWalk [26] . It uses uniform random walk (i.e., depth-first strategy) to sample the inputs and trains the network embedding based on skip-gram. -LINE [30] . It uses the breadth-first strategy to sample the inputs based on node neighbors and preserves both the first order and second order proximities in node embeddings.
-Node2vec [9] . It is based on skip-gram and adopts the biased random walk strategy to generate inputs. With the biased random walk, it can explore diverse neighborhoods by balancing the depth-first sampling and breath-first sampling.
Datasets We conduct our evaluation on two signed networks. (1) The first signed network, WikiEditor, is extracted from the UMD Wikipedia dataset [13] . The dataset is composed by 17015 vandals and 17015 benign users who edited the Wikipedia pages from Jan 2013 to July 2014. Different from benign users, vandals edit articles in a deliberate attempt to damage Wikipedia. One edit may be reverted by bots or editors. Hence, each edit can belong to either revert or no-revert category. The WikiEditor is built based on the co-edit relations. In particular, a positive (negative) edge between users i and j is added if the majority of their co-edits are from the same category (different categories). We remove from our signed network those users who do not have any co-edit relations with others. Note that in WikiEditor, each user is clearly labeled as either benign or vandal. Hence, we can run node classification task on WikiEditor in addition to link prediction. (2) The second signed network is based on the Slashdot Zoo dataset 5 . The Slashdot network is signed and directed. Unfortunately, it does not contain node label information. Thus we only conduct link prediction. Table 1 shows the statistics of these two signed networks. Parameter settings In our SNE methods, the number of randomly sampled nodes used in the sampled softmax approach is 512. The dimension of node vectors d is set to 100 for all embedding models except SignedLaplacian. SignedLaplacian is a matrix factorization approach. We only run SignedLaplacian on WikiEditor. This is because Slashdot is a directed graph and its Laplacian matrix is non-symmetric. As a result, the spectral decomposition involves complex values. For WikiEditor, SignedLaplacian uses 40 leading vectors because there is a large eigengap between the 40th and 41st eigenvalues. For other parameters used in DeepWalk, LINE and Node2vec, we use their default values based on their published source codes.
Node classification
We conduct node classification using the WikiEditor signed network. This task is to predict whether a user is benign or vandal in the WikiEditor signed network. In our SNE training, the path length l is 3, the maximum length of random walk path L is 40, and the number of random walks starting at each node t is 20. We also run all baselines to get their node embeddings of WikiEditor. We then use the node embeddings generated by each method to train a logistic regression classifier with 10-fold cross validation. Table 2 shows the comparison results of each method on node classification task. Our SNE st achieves the best accuracy and outperforms all baselines significantly in terms of accuracy. This indicates that our SNE can capture the different relations among nodes by using the signed-type vectors c. All the other embedding methods based on skip-gram have a low accuracy, indicating they are not feasible for signed network embedding because they do not distinguish the positive edges from negative edges. Another interesting observation is that the accuracy of SNE s is only slightly worse than SNE st . This is because WikiEditor is undirected. Thus using only source embeddings in the SNE training is feasible for undirected networks. Visualization To further compare the node representations trained by each approach, we randomly choose representations of 7000 users from WikiEditor and map them to a 2-D space based on t-SNE approach [19] . Figure 1 shows the projections of node representations from DeepWalk, Node2vec, and SNE st . We observe that SNE st achieves the best and DeepWalk is the worst. Node2vec performs slightly better than DeepWalk but the two types of users still mix together in many regions of the projection space. 
Classification accuracy

Link prediction
In this section, we conduct link prediction on both WikiEditor and Slashdot signed graphs. We follow the same procedure as [9] to make link prediction as a classification task. We first use node representations to compose edge representations and then use them to build a classifier for predicting whether there is a positive, negative or no edge between two nodes. Given a pair of nodes (u, v) connected by an edge, we use an element-wise operator to combine the node vectors v u and v v to compose the edge vector e uv . We use the same operators as [9] and show them in Table 3 . We train and test the one-vs-rest logistic regression model with 10-fold cross validation by using the edge vectors as inputs. 
For Slashdot, we set the path length l = 1 in our SNE training, which corresponds to the use of the edge list of the Slashdot graph. This is because there are few paths with length larger than 1 in Slashdot. For WikiEditor, we use the same node representations adopted in the previous node classification task. We also compose balanced datasets for link prediction as suggested in [9] . We keep all the negative edges, randomly sample the same number of positive edges, and then randomly generate an equal number of fake edges connecting two nodes. At last, we have 79004 edges for each edge type (positive, negative, and fake) in WikiEditor and we have 124130 edges for each type in Slashdot. Experimental results Table 4 shows the link prediction accuracy for each approach with four different operators. We observe that our SNE with Hadamard operator achieves the highest accuracy on both WikiEditor and Slashdot. SNE also achieves good accuracy with the L1 Weight and L2 Weight. For the Average operator, we argue that it is not suitable for composing edge vectors from node vectors in signed networks although it is suitable in unsigned networks. This is because a negative edge pushes away the two connected nodes in the vector space whereas a positive edge pulls them together [14] . When examining the performance of all baselines, their accuracy values are significantly lower than our SNE, demonstrating their infeasibility for signed networks.
We also observe that there is no big difference between SNE st and SNE s on WikiEditor whereas SNE st outperforms SNE s significantly on Slashdot. This is because WikiEditor is an undirected network and Slashdot is directed. This suggests it is imperative to combine both source embedding and target embedding as node representation in signed directed graphs.
Parameter sensitivity
Vector dimension We evaluate how the dimension size of node vectors affects the accuracy of two tasks on both WikiEditor and Slashdot. For link prediction, we use SNE st with Hadamard operation as it can achieve the best performance as shown in the last section. Figure 2a shows how the accuracy of link prediction varies with different dimension values of node vectors used in SNE st for both datasets. We can observe that the accuracy increases correspondingly for both datasets when the dimension of node vectors increases. Meanwhile, once the accuracy reaches the top, increasing the dimensions further does not have much impact on accuracy any more. Sample size Figure 2b shows how the accuracy of link prediction varies with the sample size used in SNE st for both datasets. For WikiEditor, we tune the sample size by changing the number of random walks starting at each node (t). In our experiment, we set t = 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 respectively and calculate the corresponding sample sizes. For Slashdot, we directly use the number of sampled edges in our training as the path length is one. For both datasets, the overall trend is similar. The accuracy increases with more samples. However, the accuracy becomes stable when the sample size reaches some value. Adding more samples further does not improve the accuracy significantly. Path length We use WikiEditor to evaluate how the path length l affects the accuracy of both node classification and link prediction. From Figure 3a , we observe that slightly increasing the path length in our SNE can improve the accuracy of node classification. This indicates that the use of long paths in our SNE training can generally capture more network structure information, which is useful for node classification. However, the performance of the SNE s and SNE st decreases when the path length becomes too large. One potential reason is that SNE uses only two signed-type vectors for all nodes along paths and nodes in the beginning of a long path may not convey much information about the target node. In Figure 3b , we also observe that the accuracy of link prediction decreases when the path length increases. For link prediction, the performance depends more on local information of nodes. Hence the inclusion of one source node in the path can make our SNE learn the sufficient local information. 
Related Work
Signed network analysis Mining signed network attracts increasing attention [5, 14, 16, 27, 28] . The balance theory [10] and the status theory [16] have been proposed and many algorithms have been developed for tasks such as community detection, link prediction, and spectral graph analysis of signed networks [5, 14, 18, 28, 34, 35, 38] . Spectral graph analysis is mainly based on matrix decomposition which is often expensive and hard to scale to large networks. It is difficult to capture the non-linear structure information as well as local neighborhood information because it simply projects a global matrix to a low dimension space formed by leading eigenvectors. Network embedding Several network embedding methods including DeepWalk [26] , LINE [30] , Node2vec [9] , Deep Graph Kernels [36] and DDRW [17] have been proposed. These models are based on the neural language model. Several network embedding models are based on other neural network model. For example, DNR [33] uses the deep auto-encoder, DNGR [3] is based on a stacked denoising auto-encoder, and the work [23] adopts the convolutional neural network to learn the network feature representations. Meanwhile, some works learn the network embedding by considering the node attribute information. In [32, 39] the authors consider the node label information and present semi-supervised models to learn the network embedding. The heterogeneous network embedding models are studied in [4, 25, 29, 37] . HOPE [24] focuses on preserving the asymmetric transitivity of a directed network by approximating highorder proximity of a network. Unlike all the works described above, in this paper, we explore the signed network embedding.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented SNE for signed network embedding. Our SNE adopts the log-bilinear model to combine the edge sign information and node representations of all nodes along a given path. Thus, the learned node embeddings capture the information of positive and negative links in signed networks. Experimental results on node classification and link prediction showed the effectiveness of SNE. Our SNE expects to keep the same scalability as DeepWalk or Node2vec because SNE adopts vectors to represent the sign information and uses linear operation to combine node representation and signed vectors. In our future work, we plan to examine how other structural information (e.g., triangles or motifs) can be preserved in signed network embedding.
